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Abstract

Monte Carlo calculations of a bismuth-
germanate scintillator’s efficiency agree
closely with experimental measurements. For
this comparison, we studied the absolute
gamma-ray photopeak efficiency of a scintilla-
tor (7.62 cm long by 7.62 cm in diameter) at
several gamma-ray energies from 166 to 2615
keV at distances from 0.5 to 152.4 cm. Compu-
ter calculations were done in a two-dimension-
a!.cylindrical geometry with the Monte Carlo
coupled photon-electron code CYLTRAN. For the
experiment we measured 11 sources with simple
spectra and precisely known strengths. The
average deviation between th~ calculations
and the measurements is 3u. Our calculated
results also closely agree with recently pub-
lished calculated results.

Introduction

The inorganic scintillator, bismuth ger-
manate (BCO), has a number of properties that
make it an attractive alternative to the wide-
ly used sodium iodide for some spectrometry
applications that do not require the better
resolution of sodium iodide. Our application
is one of those cases. We are developing the
instruments and measurement methods for ob-
taining, in aitti,spectrally derived dose
rates att~b=le to multlpla, spatially
extended sources emitting both neutrons and
gamma rays in physically complex geometries.
As a parallel effort, we ar~ continuing to
develop the computational tools to simulate
the neutron, photon, and ●lectron transport
for these cases. In particular, in part of
this program, we are interested in validating
ths computed results of the transport of pho-
ton flux spectra. The sp~cific properties of
bismuth germanate that make it attractive for
these measurements include a relatively small
response to the neutrons in the mixed radia-
tion field (becauae of the comparatively small
n~utron cross-sections of the constituent ele-
ments) and a large photopeak-to-Compton con-
tinuum ratio that results from the higher den-
mity or bismuth g@rmanat@ compared with sodium
iotl~de.

Because the objective of the validation
program is to compare calculated and measured
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photon flux spectra, we have initially chosen
the simplest test case to confirm that it is
possible to calculate the actual response of
one of these scintillators to point gamma-ray
sources in free fields. In addition, the
response-function matrix for the detector ham
been developed from interpolations of anal~ti-
cal function fits to the individual measured
responses to monoenergetic gamma-rays. Once
the response-function Iflatrixis available, the
detector pulse-height distributions can be un-
folded to provide measured photon flux spectra
for comparison with calculated photon flux
spectra. We believe this step to be well un-
derstood. We are most interested therefore,
in comparisons of the calculated and meanured
pulse-height distributions.

In the sections that follow, we describe
the Monte Carlo ?ode used to calculate the de-
tector response, the measurement methodology,
the analytical function fits to the efficiency
and resolution parameters, and the comparison
of the measured and calculated photon pulse-
height distributions.

Calculational Method

To calculate the de ector response we em-
!ployed the code CYLTRAN (coupled TRANsport

of electrena asd photons in Cylindrical geom-
etry) that combines a condensed-history ●lee-
tron Monte Carlo technique with a conventional
single-scattering photon Monte Carlo technique
to simulate the transport of all generations
of particlea (cascade) from several MeV to
1.0 keV for ●lectrons and Lhotons. The model
is more accurate at the higher energies, with
a leas rigorous treatment of the particle cas-
cade at energies where shell structure of the
transpo’t media becomes important.

The electron transport includes ●nerqy-
10ss straqqlinq~ multiple ●laatic scattering
(an9ular strag91ing)~ ●nd the production of
knock-on electrons, continuous bremsatrah-
lung, characteristic x rays, ●nd annihlistion
radiation. The photon transport allow. photo-
@l.ckric, Compton, and pair-production inter-
actions, and possible subsequent generation
●nd transport of the corresponding secondary
particles. Detailed ●l~ctron tranaport As
employed down to ● preset ●nergy cutoff, at
which point tb,e ●lectrons ●re ranged out
alonq ● straight path trajectory. The trea~-
ment of photoionixation ●nd ●lectron impact
ionization~ ●s well as relaxation by fluores-
cent ●nd Auqer processes~ ●re considered only
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‘ i~ the case of the K-shell of the ●lement
with the highest atomic number for a given
material.

The generation and subsequent transport
Of the cascade components automatically pro-
vide comprehensive energy deposition informa-
tion. This naturally allows one to tally, for
given Monte Carlo cells, the spectrum of ab-
sorbed energy from each incident source parti-
cle, including the ●ffects of the cascade.
The tally answers the following bbsic ques-
tion: how rntich●nergy is dep~sited in a re-
gion of interest by a given source particle?
Thus, a score in this context represents a
normalized count within an energy channel of
the weight of a particle that loses AE as it
is tranbp’rted through the detector volume.
With this information, counts (particle
weights) can be scored within energy-loss bins
(channels] to provide the spectrum of absorbed
●nergy. The~e data are tilenfolded with an
appropriate detector broadening function to
yield the p~lse-height distribution function.
The entire tally procedure closely parallels
the operation of a multichannel analyzer.

Experimental Method——

Measurement Detallm

The detector studied contained a 7.62-crrI-
long by 7.62-cm-r!iameter bismuth aermanate
crystal with a resolution of 14.6% (fall width
at half maximum) at 662 tceV. The crystal,
supplied by Harshaw Chemical Company, was
mo~nted on a photomultiplier tube in the Har-
rnhawstandard integral assembly. The detector
was supported on a low-mass tripod at least
1.5 m from tne nearest object to minimize
scattering ●ffects.

Eleven point sources with simple spectra

rnan~facturers who supplied the sources certi-
fied their stremgtn. However, for confirma-
tion, we recalibrated the first ten sourcee
with a nigh-purity aermanium detector against

containing ~~~:~” ?44~~~n~~~d~5Y~~@’ ‘ource
a Netional

. The
intensities of t;e gamma-ray lines In t~ie
mixed source had uncertainties of :0.79. wc
assigned a total uncertainty of 3 to 58 to our

~~~r,~~ ;~~e~li~; .so~~~~es~~~en~ tn~~~ ~~p~~~~-
by the National Bureau of Standards with an
uncertainty in intensity of the 2614.6-keV
line of 2.00}. When Ilsedwith the FIGt)det@c-
tor, ●ach eourct use suspended by tape to min-
imize scatter ~ng. The calibration distancea
from the source to the front of the detector
were 30.5, 61.0. 91.4, and 152.4 cm, which
correspond to distances IJIWI in various
relevant ●pplicatlo,.s.

The pulse-h@iqht dlntrihutlons were ac-
quired with a LeCroy 3500 rlsrnncq,linltion
system. The d-adtlme wan a!wayg laiIsthan
20t so that ~ll~dp ●nd other rmunt-rste
●ffects w@ra inslqnlflcant. Th@ m~asurement~
took place in th? Easement ~f a larue concrete
buildlnq to minlmIz@ the interference from
●xperimcntn in other bullrllnas. llackqrounfi
p~lse-hoiqhl dlntrihtiplonn wmre ●cquired and

used to correct the source pulse-height dis-
tributions.

Data Analysis

To determine the experimental photopeak
efficiency, it is first ne.:cssary to deter-
mine the photopeak area. For simple spectra,
the sum of the counts in a window containing
the photopeak is a good approximation. The
window should ●xtend approximately from the
minimum between the photopeak and the Com#on
:~i; to d point well down on the high-energy

. This approximation is ueed in the com-
parison with the Monte Carlo calculation des-
cribed in the following section.

The above approximation includes small
contributions from the low-energy and high-
energy tails. To remove these contributions
a Gaussian function with low-energy and high-
●nergy polynomial tails was fitted to the
photopeak. The function ia given by

{[
y(x) - yo ●xp - (x-xO)2/2a1}[1 + al(x-xOj4

. 1a2(x-xo)12 + a3(x-xo]4 + ad(x-xo)12 ,

where

Y = calculated count in energy channel x,
Xo = energy channel at the center of the

gadssian fonctlon,
a = gaussian width parameter,
al, ~2, ta3,ad * coefficients of the

polynomials,
al, a2 = O for x J XO, and
a3, ad = O for x < XO.

Figure 1 sh8~s ● fit to the 279-~eV
phoLopeak from 2 Hg. In general, the low-
●nergy tail 1s significant but the high-energy
tail can be ignored. nur ●xperi~tnce StiOwS
that fo: complex pulse-height distributions,
the tall contributions rang~ from 0.6 to a.o~,
with the larger contribution observed for the
lowmr energv portione of those distributions.

?— 7 I



For the most accurate determination of
the photopeak areaa in complex spectra we have
used the complete response function aa a func-
tion of ●nergy. Detailed descriptions of
these procedures have been given ●lsewhere. 2

For the purpose of this report, we have com-
pared only a measured pulee-height distribu-
tion with the calculated one for the r 8pont3e
to the 662-keV gamma radiation from 13?CS0
The measured distribution containe features
that result from the presence of a photomulti-
plier tube and were thum not free-field mea-
surement. Most notable of the featurem at-
tributable to theee eurroundinga in the promi-
nent backacatter peak obmerved in the neigh-
borhood of 200 keV in the distribution shown
in Fig. 2.

The abmolute photopeak efficiency ia
easily determined from the photopeak area and
the cource information. The absolute photo-
peak efficiency ie determined by dividing the
number of counts in the photopeak by the num-
ber of gamma rays with the correct energy
●mitted by the source. The intrinsic effi-
ciency is given by the abnolute ●fficiency
divided by the fractional solid angle sub-
tended by the front face of the detector.
The reaulta are listed in the Table.

Comparimrm of Calculation with Heaauroments

Photons exhibiting specific energy loa8
in a detector volume a~e counted in corre-
sponding energy binB (channels) using ● multi-
channel analyzer, which ●ventually yields a

z’””!===
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Fipure 2
Compsri80nof the measured●nd calculated pulse-
heiqht distributions for rosponso to thm 66?-koV

9- rays froa 137Cs. Tho difference ●t 180 koV
results from bsckscatterinq not being incIuded ,in
the Calculation.

pulme-height distribution. CYLTRAN,using ●

special tally, simulate- the generation cf the
pulse-height distribution by following the
transport detaila of the photon-electron cao-
cade in multimedia cylindrical geometry.
Pulse-height distributions are sensitive to

TABLE

COMPARISON BETWEEN CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL
EFFICIENCIES OF A 7.62-cm x 7.62-cm BGO DETECTOR

Distance EletweenSource and Detet:tor
—.

~(1.5cm
I

61,0 cm 91.4 cm 152.4 cm
——

calcu- Exper 1- Calcu= Exper i- Calcu” Expori- calcu- Experi-
E7 lated menta

!
latQll menta

i
laterl menta

i
lated menta

(MeV) (X1O-3) (X1O-4) (X1O-4) i(Xlo- ) (Xlo- ) (Xlo- ) (X1O-4) (Xlo- )

1l—l —

0,1659 3.32 --- 0.56 0.29 3.IJ2 “-- 1.39 ---

0.2792 3.39 3.35 8.83 0.56 3,97 4.11 1.44 1049

0.1200 --- -.. 9.01 9.20 ..- --- ..- .-.

0.3914 3.20 3.30 8.73 R.70 3.92 --- 1.42 ---

0.4776 --- -.. 8.49 0.31 --- --- -.. .-.

0.5140 “-- -.. 8.45 8.64 ..- ..- --- . . .

0.6617 2.90 3.04 7.97 0.24 3,64 --- 1.34 --’-

0.8340 :!,R2 2.n2 7.54 7.15 3.45 3,33 1.25 1.20

1.1155 2.46 2.49 6.76 6.fll 3.07 --- 1.19 ---

].836 --” . . . 3.s1 6.09 .-. --- . . . “-.

2,6146 1.60 1.66 4.(I5 4.41 II 2.17 2.05 0.797 0.751
A d
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the geomet~ $ and the materials of the detec-
tor. Figure 3 illustrates the CYLTRAN model.,
~leometry and materials used in our Morlte Carlo
-emulations; most of this information was ver-
ified through the manufacturer. The geometry
is cylindrically symmetric about the “dashed
line.” The 7.6-cm by 7.6-cm BGO crystal has
an aluminum case (0.05-cm thick) surrounding
the front and latpral sides of t,~e crystal
cylinder. Internal to the aluminum at the
front of the detector are layers of sponge
rubber and polyethylene (0.1-cm thick) that
we have asnumed to be 100\ polyethylene.
Finally, there is also a magnesium-oxide re-
flector (0.2-cm thick) adjacent to the frort
end and Iateral sides of the cryntal. Also
indicated in Fig. 3 is the point isotropic
source at some representative dietance from
the fron: face of the detector. Pulse-height
distributions were calculated at different
source-to-detector distances. The photomul-
tiplier tube i- shown for completeneaa; how-
evor, because it contributes less than 20t to
the 180” backscatter, it waR not ●xplicitly
modeled in the Monte Clrlo simulations. Simi-
larly, the concr~te walls of the room in which
the empirical data were acquired were not in-
cluded in the Monte Carlo simulations.
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G@om@trw of the mcdrl used for the CYLTR4N code.

The first calculation wac the pulae-
hoiqht distribution for comparison with the
meaiurad fipactrum, The experime

H9&:m;:1-culated ro-ult- for rc~ponse to
rayc of 662 k@V are shown in Fig, 2, {he pho-
topeak and Compton eclqe •qrc~ very WQ1l when
the following points are con~lderod. In th~
calculation, t),-photopeak has a 6-function-
like distribution. Howevar, in experimental
pulme-height dintributlons tht finite reaolu-
t!on of tho detector produces broadensd photo-
peak-. For ●xample, the full width at half

~:~i~~~~~]$~: ~hotop”” for the 662-keV gamma- 14,6t in the maasur~d pulsQ-
holght dlotribution, Ther?forc, In the calcu-
lation tho photop~ak snerqy bin wao ●xtended
down to 332 k@V for comparison of tho det~ctor
Qfficiencleo. Tho ●xp~rimcntal ● rma of th~
photopaak was t ,k@n ●m ●qual to the mum of tha
count- botwman ● po{nt well out on the hlqh
G ●rqy tall ●nd tho !32-kcV point t.hmt 1- in
th~ vall?y b?tw~an thm phnlopoak ●nd the Comp-
ton edq~ of thm exparlrnental pulnn-holqht rlit-
trihut ion, BPcaunw of the mmnner in which t.hc

photopeak area was compared with the experi-
mental value, too many events were allowed in
the calculated photopeak, exaggerating the
peak-to-valley ratio, These feature differ-
ence between the measured and calculated
pulse-height distributions are ●violent in
Fig. 2. We are confident that a more accurate
accounting of photopeak events would show a
much better agreement in thin region between
the two di:trloutions. The lack of account-
ing for the Lackncatter peak in the calculat-
ed distribution (discussed above) is also
obvious.

Calculations of ●fficiency were carried
out for source-to-detector distances of 30.5,
61.0, 91.4 and 152.4 cm and for gamma-ray en-
●rgies ranging from 165.9 to 2614.6 keV. The
results are summarized in the Table and are
also plotted in Fig. 4. The results of calcu-
lations and ●xperimental measurement are in

oo12——————

0.00!:
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.—L+ —--->_
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cxccllent agreement. The log-log plots of clo-
tector ●fficiency vcrsun energy ● re relatively
eimplm and smooth, and can be fitted with the
function

tn(off) ● $ Cl (tn E) i-l .

1=1

Over tho ●nergy rang~ of 16!,9 to 2614
● three-term polynomial sufflce~ in ● l
camon for ●qreomcnt within a 3\ uncert,
We list the remultn of thn polynomial
Inctcaminq dimt~ncti between tho nourc~
dotcctor (E im the cnerqy UC ths yamma
MOv),

6 keV,
four

inty.
it by
~nrl the
ray tI)
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At 30.48 cm,
,,

Ln(eff) = -5.94439 - (0.351874. * En E)

At

&n

At

Ln

At

kn

as

- [0.121219 * (In E)21.

60.96 cm,

eff) = -7.24455 - (0.317178 * Ln E)
- [0.116187 * (&n E)2].

9i.44 cm,

eff) = -8.03206 - (0.309594 * 9.nE)
[0.12088 * (Itn E)21.

152.4 cm,

eff) = -9.03325 - (0.303561 * Ln E)
[0.122084 ● (En E)21.

The energy resolution of the BGO detector
a function of qamma-ray enerqy was deter-

mined from experimental p~lse-h~~ght distribu-
tions. Figure 5 is a log-log plot of percent
resolution versus gamma-ray ●nergy. Within
the energy range of 165.9 to 2614.6 keV it
can be described by a simple function

Ln(resolution) = 2.42311 - [0.459364 ● In(E)),

where resolution is expressed as a
and energy is in MeV. S. A. Wender9e~~~~~%
that for gamma-ray energies above 6 MeV, the
resolution ia 6* and is limited by the low
energy tail due to escape radiation.

D. W. 0. Rogers reported Monte Carlo cal-
culations of detector response functione in
Ref. 4. His results for the photopeak effi-
ciency for a bare BGO detector with aource-
to-detector distance of 10 cm are plotted in

Fig. 6 along with results from CYLTRAN calcu-
lations. The agreement ia very good.

Summary

In principle CfLTRAN also can be used to
calculate accurately the ratios of photopeak
to first escape peak ard photopeak to second

,L.z . ...y-..r--J
01 I k)

ENcRGY (MoV)

Figure 5

Plot of tho detector rao~ution 48 4 function of
gmm-rdy wmrgv, Tha ●n,wmaion, %n(renolution)

u 2.42jlI - 0,4$9J64 * !.n(wwrgy), i8 4 fit to

tht wiwrimental d~te,

Q ROGERS
● PRESENT WORK

A

o.;~

ENERGY(MoV)

Figure6
Comparison of the previously reported calculated
values of photopeak efficiency versus ●nergy with
the present remits. The excellent ●greement
verifies tht the results from CYLTRAN ●nd Rogers
are consistent,

●scape peak. These numbers can be helpful in
resolving experimental photopeaks from ●scape
peaks and in determining the energy resolu-
tions of EGO detectors for gamma rays above
6 MeV.

We have shown that Monte Carlo methods
embodied in the computer code CYLTRANare
suitable for the generation of bismuth-
germanate detector response functions and
photopeak efficiencies. This procedure has
been adequately validated by a comparison
between a significant body of experimental
data and the simulation of those measurement
data using the code. The simulation agrees
with the comparable measurement to within 39.
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